
The latest in Mystery and Suspense at the Nichols  Library 
  
  Here a baker’ dozen of our readers favorite genre. This selection is long on tough 
PIs and police procedurals, but there’s a good cozy and several nail biting thrillers as 
well.  It’s of gripping crime tales.   
 

‘Natchez burning”  by Greg Iles.   Dr. Tom Cag,  an institution in Natchez, faces 
arrest for murder. An African-American nurse  who worked  with Tom in the 1960s has 
died  and her son believes that she killed by lethal injection. Tom refuses to speak  and 
his son Penn, now the mayor of Natchez, Miss has no leverage to fend off charges.  “This 
superlative novel’s main strength comes from the lead’s struggle to balance family and 
honor (Publishers Weekly).”        
 
   “Field of Prey” by John Sandford (HC and audio).   An amorous couple’s chance 
discovery of a body in an abandoned cistern near Red Wing, Minn., becomes a major 
investigation when authorities begin excavating and the body count reaches. Inspector 
Davenport searches desperately for a clue that will help narrow the search. “As always, 
Sandford has tricks to play to confound readers before the tension rises and leads to a 
violent and surprising conclusion.(Publishers Weekly).”    
   

“The Keeper” by John Lescroart. San Francisco DA Dismas Hardy  learns that 
Katie Chase, wife of sheriff’s deputy Hal Chase, has gone missing. The cops question 
Hal, who’s later arrested after the discovery of Katie’s body. Hardy  asks his friend Abe 
Glitsky, the recently retired head of homicide, to help Hal. Glitsky soon discovers more 
than Hardy reckoned for and decides to see justice done whatever the cost. The cost 
promptly rises in this "tense and intricate tale (Associated Press).”  
  
  “The Blackberry Pie Murder” by Joanne Fluke.  In this cozy, bakery owner 
Hannah Swensen  finds yet another dead body—that of the unidentified man she hit and 
apparently killed while driving during a summer rainstorm.  Hannah learns that the 
stains on the victim’s shirt are not blood but blackberry pie—and an autopsy reveals that 
he was dead before her car hit him. It’s a “good-natured” mystery, complete with 
recipies.  
 

“Prayer” by Phillip Kerr  is a provocative standalone.  Houston FBI agent Gil 
Martins   can’t resist pursuing a case involving the deaths of several prominent atheists.    
Martins, an ex-Catholic faith, faces an uphill battle persuading his bosses to authorize 
his probe, but once he’s done so, he finds himself drawn into a complex mystery with 
highly personal implications. "Moral complexity" rises to a new high" in this "eerily 
terrifying and disturbing thriller (Library Journal)." 
   

In “I’ve got you Under My Skin by Mary Higgins Clark,  television producer 
Laurie Moran thinks she's struck gold with a realty series that reopens cold cases. Her 
first choice: the smothering  of a society hostess Betsy Bonner Powell  at  a Gala. "The  
reunion setup screams Agatha Christie   but Clark adds some deliciously bitchy 
bickering to the proceedings (Kirkus Reviews)."  In “Cheap shot”  by Ace Atkins, the late 
Robert Parker's Spenser character helps a Patriots linebacker out of a jam.  Says 



Booklist, “Atkins finds his footing this time, settling into the character and concocting a 
fairly complex caper.”  And in “Carnal Curiosity” by Stuart Woods.   Manhattan’s elite 
are beset by a series of clever crimes and tough guy Stone Barrington, a material 
witness, finds himself drawn into the world of high-end security and fraud in this romp 
through familiar tropes.   
  
     In the related genre of thrillers, there are several nail-biters to choose from. In "Live 
to See Tomorrow" by Iris Johansen, a female CIA superagent must protect her son, 
rescue a humanitarian journalist and defeat a shadowy crime kingpin. All in a days work 
for elite CIA operator Catherine Ling. Johansen’s shrewd and steely female operative is 
as tough as they come (Booklist).”  in "The Auschwitz Escape" by Joel  Rosenberg, a 
French pastor and a Jewish man join forces plan to escape from the notorious death 
camp so they can tell an unbelieving world about the Holocaust.   In "The target" by 
David Baldacci  The president authorizes an operation to assassinate a foreign leader 
and Evan Tucker, the head of the CIA, recommends Will Robie (The Hit) for the job. 
And in "Unlucky 13", produced by the James Patterson franchise, the Women's Murder 
Club must find a killer--before she finds them first. 
 
    Finally, for readers of real-life espionage, there is "No Place to Hide"  by Glenn 
Greenwald. In May 2013, Greenwald went to Hong Kong to meet an anonymous source 
who claimed to have evidence of pervasive government spying. That source turned out 
to beNSA contractor Edward Snowden. His revelations about the agency proved to be 
some of the most consequential news in recent history, triggering a fierce debate over 
national security and information privacy.  
 
    


